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The Green’s function for a differential equation can be determined by an easily 
computable series by decomposition of the differential operator into one whose 
inverse is known or found with little effort and a second component-with no 
smallness restrictions-whose effects can be determined. 
A Green’s function which may be ditficult to determine in particular cases 
can be determined using an easily computable series by decomposition of a 
differential operator L, which is sufficiently difficult to merit approximation, 
into an operator L, whose inverse is known, or found with little effort, and 
an operator L,, with no smallness restrictions, whose contribution to the 
total inverse L-i can be found in series form. 
Consider therefore a differential equation Ly =x(t), where L is a linear 
deterministic ordinary differential operator of the form 
L = ClfZO a,(t) d”/df”, where Q, is nonvanishing on the interval of interest. 
Decompose L into L, + L,, where L, is sufficiently simple that deter- 
mination of its Green’s function is trivial. Then if L, is zero, we have simply 
y(t) = (h l(t, r)x(t) dr, where I(t, t) is the Green’s function for the L, 
operator. If L is a second-order differential operator we may have 
L, = d2/dr2 and L, will be the remaining terms of L, say, a(t) d/df + P(t). 
More generally, L = CzZO a,(t) d”/dt” and we might take L, = d”/dt” and 
L, = Ci:i a,,(t) d”/dt”. We have 
LY = (L I + L2)Y = x(t), (1) 
L,Y =x(t)-L,Y, 
y=L;‘x-L;‘L2y. (2) 
Now assume a decomposition y = CEO yi and assuming initial conditions 
are zero, or equivalently, ignoring the homogeneous solution, we identify y,, 
as L ; ‘x and write 
y=L;‘x-LL;‘L,(y,+ y, + ***) (3) 
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from which we can determine the yi+ach being determinable in terms of 
the preceding yi-, . (If the initial conditions are nonzero, they must be 
included in yO as will be discussed shortly.) Thus, 
y=L,‘x-L,’ Lzy,-L;‘L*y,- .** 
or 
y=L,‘x-LL;’ L,L;‘xtL;‘L,L;‘L,L;‘x-‘.. . (4) 
We have 
y = f (-l)‘(L;‘L,)‘L;‘x; 
i=O 
(5) 
thus 
y, = L ; lx, 
y, = -L;‘L,L;‘x, 
y, = L;‘L2L;‘L,L;‘x, 
yi = (-l)‘(L;‘L$L;lx. (6) 
Hence the inverse of the differential operator L is given by 
L-’ = 5 (-I)‘(L;‘L,)‘L;! (7) 
i-0 
Equation (2) written out explicitly in terms of the Green’s function for L;’ 
is 
= j t l(t, r) x(r) dz - 
L; [r(t, r)] y(r) dt (9) 
0 r 0 
= j; l(t, 7) x(r) dr - j; z. (-l)i 5 [l(t, r) q(7)] dr. (10) 
I 
If L, = a,d”/dt” and L, = Cy;d a,(t) d’ldt’, 
y(t) = j’ Z(t, t) x(t) dz - i’ ‘il (-1)’ $ [IQ, t)] y(t) dr 
0 0 i=O 
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y(t) = jrZ(t, 7) x(7) dz - jf k(t, r)y(r) dr, (11) 
0 0 
where k(t, Z) = Cyzd (-l)‘(d’/&‘)[Z(t, 7) ai(T 
Let’s choose i = 0; i.e., we work with the case L = L, + a(t), i.e., 
L, = a(f). Now 
i.e., 
y(t)=L;‘x-L;‘a(t)L;‘x+L;‘aL;‘aL;’x-... ; (12) 
y, = : Z(t, t) x(r) dr, c 
Y]= - I,’ 4, r)+) j; 67, Y) X(Y) dr dc 
etc.. 
or equivalently 
y(t) = j’ Z(t, r) x(r) dr - jt k(t, r) y(r) dr, (13) 
0 0 
where k(t, z) = Z(t, z) a(7). Hence 
y(t) = (’ Z(t, r) x(r) dr - jf k(t, r) ye(r) dr 
0 0 
t j’k(r,r)y,(r)dr+... . 
0 
If we let F(t) = L ; ‘x = 1; Z(t, r) x(r) dr, we can write 
y(t) = F(t) - i’ k(t, r) F(r) dr 
0 
+ j; dr j; dy 46 ~1 QL Y) F(Y) 
- j~drj~dyj~duk(f,r)k(r,y)k(y,u)F(u) 
t . . . . (14) 
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If L, has constant coefficients, I(t, r) = l(t - r). For simplicity and clarity, let 
us now consider the example L = L, + OL with a a constant and L ; ’ = l dt 
and the Green’s function 1= 1. 
Let us now inquire into our stated objective of determining the Green’s 
function G(t, ?) for L. G satisfies LG(t, T) = h(t - r) or 
(L, + LJG = c?(t - 5). (15) 
Thus G can be found from the preceding equations by replacing x by the 6 
function. For the last example L = d/dt + a, 
(d/dt + a) G(t, t) = iS(t - 5). 
If we write G=G,+G,+..., we have immediately (using 1= 1, L, = a, 
y = G, x = d(t - r)) 
G, = f d(t - 7) ds = 1 (t > 7). 
r 
Remembering k(t, r) = I(t - r)a = a, 
G, = a 
1 
’ dr = a(t - 7), 
T 
G2=j;d7j;dy a2 = a*(t - 7)/z, (16) 
Consequently 
G= 1 +a(t-t)+a’(t-7)/Z+ ..., 
an approximation to 
G = e-d-T)e 
(17) 
(18) 
Physically this equation could model a particle of mass m moving as a 
result of a force f(t) in a resisting medium: 
m dv/dt t Rv = f (t) 
or 
(L + a)v = f(t)/m, 
where L = d/dt and a = R/m. We have 
(L t a) G(t, 7) = d(t - 7)/m. 
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Now 
G, = -(a/m) j; j-; S(y - t) dy dr = -(a/m)(t - 7) ,... . 
Thus 
1 -$t-t)+-* 1 
1 
E---e -(Rlm)(l--r) 9 t > 7. 
m 
Thus, we use L;’ as a first approximation and find the total response 
function G as a series in which L, need not be a perturbation on L I. 
For an example of a second-order differential equation, let 
L, = d*/dt* and L*=ad/dt+P(t). Then y=L;‘x-L;‘L,L;‘xt 
L;‘L,L;‘L,L;‘x - a..; hence G(t, t) satisfies 
[d*/dt* t a d/dt t/3] G(t, 5) = s(t - z). 
The Green’s function l(t, z) is now (t - r), where t > r, and G(t, r) is again 
determinable as a series as before. If G(0, r) = G’(0, t) = 0, G(t, r) is easily 
found from the iterative series G(t, t) = L ;‘6(t - r) -L ; IL, G(t, 5) since 
G,=L;‘d(t-t)andG(t,r)=G,(t,r)+G,(t,r)t..=. 
Initial conditions. If initial conditions are not zero and the equation is 
second order, the first term for y is not simply y, = L ; ix but 
y(O) + &‘(O) t L;‘x. This is best seen by writing L, y t L, y =x as 
L, y = x - L, y and operating with L ;’ from the left to obtain L ; ‘L, y = 
L ; ‘x - L ; ‘L, y. The left hand side involves a double integration of a second 
derivative resulting in y(t) - y(O) - ty’(0). For nth order equations 
y, = L - ‘x -I- c;;; (t”/v!)y’“‘(O). 
Convergence. If l(t, 7) is bounded in the interval of interest, a is bounded, 
and x is bounded, their bounds can be taken outside the integrals. The 
remaining n-fold integrals yield an n! in the denominator assuring con- 
vergence. 
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